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INFORMATION SERVICE 

 

At the start of the 2017-2018 academic year 

Greeting by Maria Voce 
Vice-Chancellor of the Sophia University Institute 

 

Loppiano, 24 October 2017 

 

Your Eminence, Cardinal Giuseppe Bertori, Grand Chancellor of the Sophia University Institute,  

Reverend Monsignor, Pietro Francesco Coda, Dean of the Sophia University Institute, 

Professor Daniela Ropelato, Assistant Dean of the Sophia University Institute, 

Dr Egidio Sgrulloni, President of the Sophia Foundation, 

Dr Nicola Sasso, Vice-President of the Administrative Council of the Sophia University Institute, 

Dear Faculty Members, permanent, residents and guest professors of the Sophia University Institute, 

Dear Non-teaching Staff of the Sophia University Institute, 

Above all, dear students of our University, 

Dear friends here today. 

 

As always, I am very happy to be able to say a few words at the start of the new academic year. 
It is striking to see how the Sophia University Institute has grown year on year, with new courses and 
academic opportunities, which make it ever more an instrument suited to the incarnation of Chiara 
Lubich’s charism in the sphere of teaching and university research. 

Chiara’s dream, expressed in various ways in the preceding decades, and that became a reality 
almost 10 years ago, has been consolidating itself. It has become a tangible reality seen in the faces of 
all those who learn here in these rooms and who leave them to go and build - thanks to their 
commitment and competence – a world that is authentically human, more peaceful and more united. 

We are all acutely aware of the urgent and immense challenges that society today faces. These 
challenges require responses at various levels. One of these, without doubt – is that of formation, 
especially higher education of the kind given by the Sophia University Institute. 

We know very well that human creativity and the desire to understand reality and respond to it 
come together in the experience of a university. Knowledge is a pathway and a response to the many 
evils we face and which we urgently feel should be defeated. 

 The Sophia University Institute has this outlook, but at the same time, it gives and must give 
its own particular contribution more and more, both from the point of view of the content and the 
methodology of its courses. 

Concerning the content, Sophia offers disciplinary and academic courses, research 
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programmes – such as Sophia Global Studies inaugurated today – that are imbued with the culture of 
unity arising from the gift the Holy Spirit gave to Chiara Lubich. 

 This gives our Institute a special profile and emphases of its own that, on the one hand are 
central to its identity and on the other hand influence its academic courses. In fact, the disciplinary 
courses on the “culture of unity” at Sophia underlie the study of specific subjects that are more 
directly associated with the professions and with social transformation. 

From a methodological perspective, Sophia is a setting for life and thought which is unique to 
its genre. 

 In our Institute, theoretical reflection and practical living should be connected in a way that is 
visible to all. This calls on us, on you, to engage in academic courses that are interdisciplinary and 
transdisciplinary, in which the various disciplines are able to interact with one another to make a more 
holistic contribution to the development of thought and action. It calls upon you, and us, to establish 
relationships of sincere trust and mutual appreciation (with teachers, students and staff) to form a 
true community of life and thought. 

 Are these goals too demanding, too new? Probably they are. However, we cannot fail to look 
towards these goals – even in the midst of many daily difficulties – to go forward in a way that is sure, 
effective and meaningful.  The great ideal we have before us, and that we try to live out every day, 
puts us in the best conditions to achieve these goals. We see we are already achieving them in some 
ways at Sophia, even though we are conscious of the challenges we face in order to consolidate and 
develop our Institute. We wish to make it an ever more effective tool for the culture of unity that 
humankind expects from us and that we can give through our ongoing commitment of life and 
thought.  

I hope that all of you, and especially the students who are beginning their studies here at 
Sophia, will have a year full of positive developments, both at a personal level and that of the 
formation and research community. 

I am always with you and, from the “place” in which God has put me, I will accompany you in 
all your efforts and rejoice with you at every goal you reach. 

 

                               Maria Voce 
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